Green Transformation (GX), Carbon Markets & Blockchain: A Dialogue with the World Bank and Chia Network

This event will explore areas of overlapping innovation: in Climate Change and Sustainability, and Blockchain and Data/IT. Leading Silicon Valley technologist Bram COHEN, CEO of Chia Network, and Gemma Torras VIVES of the World Bank will discuss the pioneering use of decentralized blockchain technology to empower a new global carbon market infrastructure.

2022. 11.30 [Wed.] 10:00am - 11:15 am JST

Gemma Torras VIVES  
IT Officer, Climate Change Group, World Bank

Bram COHEN  
Founder and CEO of Chia Network, Creator of the BitTorrent internet protocol

Rory SCHACTER  
Postdoctoral Fellow, Tokyo College

Pre-registration required

Register now

tokyo.college.event@tc.u-tokyo.ac.jp